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Seabrook Primary School has a zero tolerance for any form of child abuse.
continued report on the following page

INTERNET PRIVACY:  Discourage the posting/sharing of closeup family, 
or personal pictures to any public online site.

Dear Parents and Guardians,  

Hopefully for those who were free over the long week you were able to recharge 
your batteries or spend time with family and friends.  It feels as though time is 
slipping away, as after this week, there are only 2 weeks left of the term remaining.  
Please remember the children will be dismissed from their classrooms at 2:30pm 
on Friday June 29th.  School resumes on Monday July 16th.

LAST DAY OF TERM
Friday will be a free dress day to coincide with our drive to become a more 
sustainable school and develop habits of sustainable living.  Our school was 
awarded its second star rating having met the criteria for the biodiversity module 
in ResourceSmart Schools initiative. We are working further towards our next 
goal and are driving to develop long term practices to reduce landfill and teach 
our students to be more thoughtful about waste and its disposal both in and 
outdoors.   Our year 6 student Sustainability Team are launching a new waste 
management system across the school within the next few weeks.

Student Led
Conferences
11am - 7pm

Thursday 
28th
June

NO SCHOOL
ON THIS 

DAY
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continued report from Susan Lee

To help launch this 
thinking the last Friday 
of this term will be 
free-dress day where 
children may come 
to school wearing 
something BLUE, 
RED or YELLOW 
to highlight waste 
management.    The 
Hobson’s Bay Council 

is supporting the school resource-wise to support 
some features of the program and we are raising 
further funds at the school level by asking 
for each child to donate a gold coin towards 
developing the school-wide waste management 
program further. There are weekly notices in the 
newsletter from staff and students to support 
families with ideas. Thank you for your support.

STUDENT-LED CONFERENCES THURSDAY 
28TH JUNE
Bookings are open for you to book yourself 
and your child in for the mid-year student led 
conference to be held on Thursday 28th June.  
There is an opportunity for your child to share 
their learning over the past 2 terms with you. 
Your child must accompany you on the day. 
Please take advantage of the opportunity to book 
a time with each of the specialist teachers to find 
out more about their programs and your child’s 
participation in these programs. If you require 
additional time with the class teacher please 
discuss this option to find a suitable face-to-face 
or phone time.  The login address is 
https://www.schoolinterviews.com.au/login 
with school event code dsukk  If you need support 
with this process pleases contact the office.

You may notice with most teachers that there 
will be several places available at each timeslot 
allocated.  This allows family groups to work 
concurrently.  Your child will be leading the 
conversation about their learning and showing 
you examples of their development in various 
learning areas.  We hope you find this a rewarding 
experience using the report as further evidence 
of their learning journey so far this year.

MID-YEAR REPORTS AND LEARNING 
UPDATES
The mid-year written report will be available via 
our reporting portal on Wednesday 27th June. 
Some learning updates (3) will also be available 
on the portal from July 26th.
 
The mid-year report will cover core learning 
areas of Literacy, Mathematics, Physical 
Education, Italian, Performing Arts or Fine arts. 
The specialist teachers will be providing details 
of their programs and provide information about 
the essential learnings covered, effort and class 
behaviour. 

To access your child/ren’s reports and Learning 
Updates please use the username and password 
emailed out to you in Term 1 and for new families 
in Term 2. Visit www.seabrook-ps.xuno.com.au.  
Please contact the school is you are having any 
difficulties.

SAFETY NEWS
We are continuing to remind the children about 

wearing helmets when 
riding bikes to school 
and not traversing in 
the school grounds on 
bikes or scooters at 
any time. 

We are working to reduce accidents on the play 
equipment by insisting children don’t make risky 
maneouvres.  We are also working with the 
children to change their behaviours when on the 
footpaths and near poles in the courtyard area, 
insisting they walk in these areas. The school 
grounds are monitored by staff daily from 8:30am 
– 8:50 am and again from 3:10pm – 3:30pm.  
NOTICE OF CURRICULUM DAY AUGUST 3
Staff will be working on building their skills in 
PYP on Friday August 3rd.  this will be a student 
free day.  Please make a note of this date.

Have a great week ahead  
Sue & Staff
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Our School

The CSEF program for 2018 
closes on 29 June. 

2018 CSEF is an annual payment to the 
school to be used towards camps, sports 
and/or excursion expenses for the benefit of 
the eligible student, parents with a Centrelink 
Health Care Card or Pension Concession Card 
are eligible to apply. Payment amount is $125. 
Most payments start from March onwards. 
Application forms are available from the front 
office. More information is available from our 
website www.seabrook.vic.edu.au    

STUDENT LED CONFERENCES
WHEN: THURSDAY 28TH OF JUNE 

PURPOSE: TIME FOR YOUR CHILD TO SHINE AND 
SHARE THEIR LEARNING JOURNEY SO FAR.

LOCATION: YOUR CHILDS CLASSROOM
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Student Led Conference

Dear Parents/Guardians,
The Student Led Conferences will take place 
on Thursday the 28th of June. Below is an 
outline that explains what the Student Led 
Conferences are and how they are conducted. 

What is the Student Led Conference?
Student Led Conferences are an integral part 
of the Primary Years Programme (PYP) helping 
students to take ownership and responsibility 
for their learning. They involve the child and the 
parent talking together about the learning and are 
not run like a traditional teacher/parent interview. 
We hold these conferences each June, to help 
students realise their goals and set new ones for 
the remainder of the year. On Thursday, the 28th 
of June your child will be leading the conference 
with you and developing their responsibility for 
their learning by sharing and discussing samples 
of work they have chosen. Please encourage/
prompt your child as they share their learning 
with you as we want the Student Led Conference 
to be successful and purposeful for you and your 
child.

What is the role of the parent?
Student-led conferences enable you to gain a 
clear insight into the kind of work your child is 
doing and offers you an opportunity to discuss 
it with your child. Your child will be in charge of 
leading you through the conference.
 
• A few hints to help you before and during the 

conference:
• Express positive interest and anticipation 

about the upcoming conference.
• Be on time.
• Listen and respond to your child.
• Express pride in your child’s growth and 

progress.
• Be positive, offering to help in areas where 

improvement is needed.
• Recognise that the teacher will be in the 

room to facilitate and not take charge of the 
conference.

• Learn more about your child’s learning style 
and abilities.

• Review your child’s previous goals and 
discuss new ones.

• Ask questions about the portfolio samples. 
Some question prompts will be offered to 
support parents.

• Comment on the learning demonstrated 
through the conference, providing positive 
feedback.

What is the role of the teacher?
• To be a facilitator in the conference process.
• To be an observer.
• To help identify strengths and areas for 

improvement for your child and discuss some 
future goals if appropriate.

• To encourage, praise and support to your child 
by offering prompts as needed.

What is the role of the student?
• Share their own learning.     
• Evaluate their own progress.
• Be actively involved.
• Discuss and reflect on their samples of work 

with their parents. 
• Identify strengths and areas for improvement.

As part of the IB PYP assessment, the Student 
Led Conference represents the value of the 
student being at the centre of the learning process. 
The Student Led Conference invites students to 
be more verbal and take responsibility for their 
learning. We hope you enjoy this rewarding 
experience with your child.

On-line bookings will be open shortly and will be 
announced through our communications sources. 
Please make sure you book an appointment time 
with the classroom teacher and with any specialist 
areas of the curriculum.

Mrs Rima EL Souki
PYP Coordinator

Thursday 28th of June 11am - 7pm in 
your child’s classroom.

Purpose: time for your child to shine and 
share their learning journey so far.
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Staff are very busy finalising assessment and 
reports. We will send the reports electronically on 
Xuno at the end of June and look forward to the 
student led on conferences on June 28.  Children 
are busy adding pieces of work and reflections 
to their portfolios. They will reflect on their goals, 
their achievements and begin to think about new 
goals for Term 3. 
Preps are focussing on being responsible for 
personal safety and the safety of others. They 
will have visits from the ambulance, Metro and 
RACV. 
The Year 1 inquiry into storytelling is a great way 
for the children to develop confidence and self-
expression and an appreciation of the tradition of 
storytelling in many cultures. 
In Year 2 a trip to the Botanical Gardens will 
clearly reinforce the central idea that plants are 
important to our world and our survival. 
Year 3 are immersed in ways we express 
ourselves, delving deeply in the five modes of 
literacy written, audio, gestural, visual and spatial. 
They will present a range of poetry as well as 
cartooning, and coding using Scratch. 
The Year 4 classes are preparing for their 
excursion to ACMI and are to be commended for 
their confidence and creativity in developing a 
short movie. 
To assist in their inquiry into the Who We Are Year 
5 have analysed poems, learnt about the four 
emotional rooms and when exploring the brain 
have been involved in dissecting sheep brains. 
This is an important inquiry as the children move 
into adolescence and explore their thoughts, 
feelings, actions and the importance of making 
socially responsible choices. They are now 
immersed in an arts inquiry which will include 
chalk art, body art and a trip to the Art Gallery. 

The Year 6 trip to Canberra was a fabulous 
experience and helped the children learn a great 
deal about government. The children are now 
exploring growth and change very relevant as 
they proceed through adolescence. 

PE and Year 6 staff are busy with interschool sport 
- football, softball, soccer, netball and volleyball.
PE staff are investigating swimming in the upper 
school. Great effort by the school cross country 
team. 

Mr Smith is organising  a school trip to view the 
musical  School of Rock.

The Australian Mathematics Competition for 
Years 3-6 will be conducted on August 9.  We 
also continue to promote Mathletics as a way to 
develop mathematical skills. 

The Reading Challenge will finish in August 
and we expect all children will read widely, 
for enjoyment and learning and will receive a 
certificate acknowledging this. 

We are in a review year in 2018. As such the 
school staff, curriculum committee and students 
are looking at data, rating our school on a continua 
of improvement and discussing our future focus. 
This is a major undertaking and we thank all 
concerned for their dedication and involvement in 
ensuring that the students at Seabrook Primary 
School receive the very best education possible. 

Ann O’Connor
Assistant Principal

Curriculum Report June
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2EP

Currently the grade 2’s are inquiring into ‘Plants 
play an important role in the existence of all 
living things’. As part of their inquiry learning 
students visited the Royal Botanic Gardens on 
Wednesday the 6th and Thursday the 7th June.

Students learnt about the uses of plants, different 
classifications of plants, visited the hothouse 
and planted their own pea seeds. They were 
risk-takers when finding worms in the soil and 
holding them. 

Students walked through the vegetable patches 
in the Ian Potter Foundation Children’s Garden 
and collected some fresh produce to bring back 
to school. Some students even tasted a few of the 
vegetables and herbs straight from the garden! 

After lunch we explored the gardens and found a 
lot of different plant species that we recognised 
such as bamboo, oaks, lavender, roses and palm 
trees. We had a lot of fun enjoying the gardens 
and learnt a lot of interesting things about plants. 

Students showed curiosity when asking lots of 
questions throughout the day.

I learnt that most of our food comes from plants. 
Adhvik 

Fruits come from trees and vegetables come 
from the ground.Jett 

Plants need water and sunlight to grow. Ethan 

Some plants need hot areas to grow. Justina 

Plants breathe out oxygen. Cooper 

Plants breathe in carbon dioxide.  Moksha 

Plants are essential for living things. Arnav 

The tallest tree in the world is a Redwood.Geet 
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4EC
Last Monday (4th of June) 4AA and 4EC went to 
an excursion to ACMI for our inquiry, ‘Messages 
And Ideas Can Be Communicated Through The 
Arts.’ Before we went to ACMI we needed to 
prepare a script where every student had a role 
to play in our movie ‘The Magic Camera’. We 
had to rehearse in groups and as a whole class 
to make sure we knew our lines and to give 
each other critical feedback. When we arrived at 
Federation square we stopped briefly to eat our 
snack before we broke off into our class groups. 
We (4EC) went into the recording studio first. 
The different teams within the class participated 
in different task such as; floor staff, actors and 
actresses on stage, a group rehearsing and 
crowd member. We rotated so we all had a part 
to play. We only had one take when recording 
so we needed to be really good at remembering 

our lines. Once everyone had completed each 
section we then swapped with 4AA. We (4EC) 
went down into Screen World, where we were 
given a task to find 3 missions. There were 
games in Screen World, cool illusions, the 
history of movies and television, a famous 
award and we saw the zoetrope. After that we 
meet up with 4AA and had lunch and a play at 
the ArtPlay ground. We then headed back to the 
ACMI studio to watch our finished product, there 
were a lot of laughs. All our hard work and effort 
paid off.

Written by the students of 4EC 
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5KP

The first half of the chalk art session was with 
Mrs Cindy. She showed us her artwork on a 
PowerPoint presentation. In the 2nd half of the 
session, all the grade 5s got to be creative and 
imaginative by getting to create their own chalk 
art. I first decided to draw some stars. After I 
completed drawing my stars, I joined my friends 
in creating a beautiful sunset. Nichole was in 
charge of the reflection of the sun in the water, 
Sahana was in charge of the sun, and Jessica 
and I were in charge of the sky. I think if I had the 
chance to do this incursion again, I would jump 
at the chance.

Katie 

On Friday 8th of June 2018, all the year 5s had 
a chalk art incursion. Mrs Cindy, the instructor, 
talked to us about chalk art. She showed us 
some of her amazing artworks. Mrs Cindy 
creates a variety of drawings such as a mouse 
eating a strawberry and much more magnificent 
artworks. I drew a rainbow with all the rainbow 
colours. I liked how everyone’s works were 
different, unique and colourful.

Sara 

I made something really big and colourful with all 
my friends Ella, Sarah, Maya, Takesha, Chloe, 
Madison, Rinad, Shalom and Nesrine. It was a 
rainbow created from the chalk that Mrs Cindy 
kindly provided for us. We then smudged the 
colours together. I liked when Mrs Cindy showed 
us her 3D chalk art. I think this incursion helped 
me a lot with this art inquiry.

Layla

On Friday, the 8th of June, the entire grade 5s 
went to the chalk art incursion. The teacher, 
Cindy taught us a lot of things. The first thing that 
she taught us was the definition of ephemeral. 
She even compared it with a rainbow and about 
how rainbows don’t last for a long time. She then 
showed us a PowerPoint with examples of her 
own artwork. David Zinn, who also draws chalk 
art, inspired Cindy. Now Cindy draws on the 
street and at parks where children could see. 
She chose to draw on streets and parks because 
if she put all her artwork in museums, it wouldn’t 
be unique and stand out. Later on, we got to 
draw with chalk. I decided to draw with Katie, 
Sahana and Jessica. Together we drew a sunset 
on the brick wall. It was really colourful, but we 
got chalk all over our clothes. I learnt a lot and it 
was very fun.

Nichole 
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5RB

On Tuesday 5th of June 2018, 5RB and 5CM 
went to the Australian Centre of Contemporary 
Arts and The National Gallery of Victoria. We 
started our day at ACCA.  Eliza from ACCA 
taught us about art. She took us in the first room 
and showed us a film about the life of Mexicans 
in Mexico City. She showed us a few art pieces. 
The first one was Jaki Irvine’s art piece that 
used the following art forms: video, photography, 
music composition and writing. Irvine used 
these art forms to explore the different ways 
that we imagine ourselves and the world. Irvine 
spent two years capturing the sounds made by 
street traders and workers in Mexico City. The 
artist produced a thirteen-minute video work 
that is a touching, comic and melancholic aural 
depiction of Mexico City’s familiar daily rituals. 
We compared the lifestyle of people in Mexico 
City and Melbourne. We found out that Mexico is 
very crowded with people and their streets look 
different to what we have in Melbourne. 

After ACCA we went to the National Gallery of 
Victoria. There we saw the original paintings of 
many artists. My favourite painting was ‘Unrolled’ 
by John Rogers Hebert and the Monumental 
Moses.  I liked this painting because of its huge 
size; it took 5 years to paint! It has been put on 
display in the NGV since 2014, which makes it a 
new addition in the gallery, although it is a very 
old painting – painted in 1878. I wonder if it is the 
oldest painting in the gallery. 

This excursion links to the central idea of  ‘The 
Arts are a creative expression and interpretation 
of the world’ because the art pieces we saw had 
expression and a meaning to them. The art pieces 
we saw displayed the artists’ interpretation of the 
world.  I express myself through art by writing, 
drawing and painting.

By Rafi  5RB

‘Dwelling Poetically: Mexico City’ 
by Jaki Irvine. ‘

Unrolled’ by John Rogers Hebert and 
the Monumental Moses.
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Our School

What we know! 
After conducting a survey across the whole school 
we discovered 114 students do not have breakfast 
in the morning. We know from the research we 
have read that breakfast is the most important 
meal of the day. Breakfast helps students focus 
better and for longer. Research by foodbank 
Australia states that typically three students in 
every grade come to school hungry every day and 
that teachers estimate that the average student 
loses more than 2 hours every day of learning 
when they come to school hungry. The findings 
also report that on the basis of arriving at school 
hungry once a week, that student would lose in 
excess of a whole term of learning time over the 
course of the year.  We know that children are 
more likely to get better grades if they are not 
hungry. 

What we are doing! 
‘The Breakfast Club’ a grade 6 Leadership group 
are hoping to start doing breakfast 2 days a week, 
Wednesday and Thursday. It will be between 8.30 
and 8.50am. We will be serving toast and cereal in 
the BER building kitchen. We are hoping to serve 
healthy foods such as Weetabix, corn flakes etc. 
We are trying to start this in term 3 this year. 

What we need! 
To help our students we need your support. We are 
currently looking for local sponsors to help support 
the breakfast club finically. If you know of any local 
organisations that would like to help us, please 
contact Mr Smith in the performing arts room. If 
anybody would like to personally contribute to 
the program, we are also looking for Coles and 
Woolworths vouchers. Any help would be greatly 
appreciated in making this program work.  

Yours Sincerely 
The Breakfast Club leadership group 
and Mr Smith

Webber’s production of “School of Rock” at Her 
Majesty’s Theatre. We have been very fortunate 
to offer this optional experience to enhance our 
students understanding of the workings of a 
professional production. The excursion will take 
place on the Wednesday the 21st of November. 
The excursion will cost $65.00, which includes 
a ticket and the bus fare. Seats are limited so 
we only have space for 53 students. To secure 
a position, students will need to pay in full. We 
will be taking the first 53 students to make the 
NON REFUNDABLE PAYMENT by the 6th of 
September. Payments will only be excepted 
through Qkr. Tickets normally range from $99-
$200 and the season is selling out fast!

TICKETS WILL GO ON SALE AT 
4PM FRIDAY 15TH OF JUNE! 
 PAYMENT ONLY ON QKR!

‘School of Rock’ the Musical

 Who: Students from grade 3-6
 Date: 21st November 2018
 Time: 10:45am - 4.30pm 
 Cost: $65.00 
 
         (payment to be made through Qkr ONLY)
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Time to Talk Eco

The year six Sustainable Leadership team in conjunction with our Staff Sustainability Committee 
are on a mission to reduce the amount of waste our school produces!

SEABROOK IS ON A MISSION AND WE NEED 
YOUR HELP!

HOW CAN YOU HELP US ACHIEVE OUR 
GOALS?

Want to give composting a shot? 
Next week we will share where you can get 80% off your bin!

Cheap as chips!
Stay tuned for weekly tips and tricks that will help you implement waste friendly house hold 

and school community!
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For your information

SENTENCE OF THE WEEK
Fa molto freddo

Its very cold

As of June 6th some of the older versions 
of the Qkr app will no longer work, and 
families must update their app. Most people 
have auto update enabled in their phone 
settings so this will happen seamlessly for 
them. If your app has stopped working, 
you simply have to download the current 
version from the app store. 
 

And if you still have any issues, there is 
always the website to offer as a backup to 
people with really old phones that may not 
be able to upgrade. 

https://qkr.mastercard.com/store/

Drop off and pick up zone

Parents and guardians are able to safely 
stop for 2 minutes then drop or pick up their 
children close to the two pedestrian gates 
within the blue markings along Mintaro Way.

Please do not stop in this zone for 
longer than 2 minutes.

On average all our students are being safely 
collected at the end of the day in less than 
10 minutes from the drop off and pick up 
zone.
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Recycle your food scraps.
Hobsons Bay residents - get 50% OFF 
the retail price of a compost bin, worm 
farm (plus worms!) or bokashi bin plus 
FREE delivery from your council to cut 
your waste in half.

Join the fast-growing movement to 
compost at home - cut your waste in half, 
reduce your carbon footprint and make 
rich soil & fertiliser by recycling your food 
scraps. Grab your gear, learn how to do 
it with our quick online tutorial and start 
making some soil!

Hobsons Bay Residents
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For your information

Every child is an artist and
at our studio we recognize and encourage the need to
express their extraordinary perceptions of the world
through creativity.

In a warm, supportive environment and in the company
of only 6 others, your budding artist will love to break
free and CREATE!

Call 0431 810 063 to organise a free trial!A
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Studio Classes
Afterschool Classes

Tuesday 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00

Wednesday 16:00 17:00 18:00 (Adults)

Morning Classes
Saturday 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00

Sunday 09:00 10:00

KT Remedial Clinic
Seabrook

Remedial Massage
Deep tissue   Sports Massage
Stretching    Trigger Point Therapy
Relaxation    Pregnancy Massage

Gift voucher 
Health fund rebates  available

Kumi 0409 199 268
ktremedialclinic@hotmail.com

Weekly public speaking & drama 
program for children aged 6 - 15

As featured:

Award Winner

Confidence CreativityCommunication Skills

✓ Leading curriculum
✓ Small class sizes
✓ Great teachers
✓ Loads of fun!

ENROL NOW 
Ashburton, Ivanhoe, 
Chadstone, Rowville, 

Canterbury, Doncaster, 
Essendon, Thornbury,

Hampton, Burwood, 
Altona Meadows, 
& Glen Waverley

info@SuperSpeak.com.au
www.SuperSpeak.com.au9572 5249

leadership

vocal variety
diction

friendships

communication

expression

confidence

persuasion

quick thinking

teamwork
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 School Banking Day is Wednesday 
LAST DAY FOR BANKING THIS TERM

 IS 20TH OF JUNE

Hello Families,
Booking for vacation care are filling up fast please 

book your child in to secure your spot.

OSHC Program Phone: 0411 302 879
Coordinators: Rriyan Salvator

OSHClub Head Office: 03 85649000

All families must be enrolled to attend the program, 
remember this is free! Please create an account 
online at www.oshclub.com.au where all bookings 
and cancellations can also be managed via your 
online account! 

Congratulations to the following students who 
received their bronze certificate this week: 
Seth L, Lachlan T, Laura D, Jacob E, Naomi E, 
Page G, Kiani K, Axl L, Edward W, Ivy M and 
Elaine T. 

Rewards Available 
Secret Scratch Pad is now out of stock 

Still Available – Glowlight, Sparkle Glitter Pens, 
Twister Power Handball 

2017 Rewards still available – Cyber Handball, 
Colour Change Markers, Tablet Case, Pencil 
and Tech Case, Smiley Emoji Keyring and Epic 
Earphones.

A chance to win a family trip to Hawaii
Students who are truly Super Savers will have 
the chance to win a family trip to Honolulu, 
Hawaii, staying 7 nights at the Sheraton Waikiki 
Resort, plus $2,000 spending money.  To enter 
students simply make 15 or more School Banking 
deposits before the end of Term 3, 2018, and 
they will automatically enter the Super Savers 
Grand Prize Competition.

Saving regularly is an important habit to get into, 
whether you are saving a little or a lot.  Keep 
up the great work and remember to bring your 
deposit book each Wednesday. Thank you for 
supporting the School Banking Program.

For your information

Do you have a school banking question or query? Please email:  seabrookschoolbanking@gmail.com
Seabrook School Banking Volunteers
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  JUNE 2018  SEABROOK TIME LINE
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Ramadan - Holy Islamic Month
Ramadan is the ninth month of the Muslim, Islamic calendar. Ramadan is a religious annual practice, 
which involves one month of fasting. Ramadan is also known as the holy month and is one of the 
Five Pillars of Islam. During the month of Ramadan, Muslims fast from dusk until dawn. Ramadan 
offers a time for Muslims to “purify” their bodies, as well as their souls. It also develops a greater 
sense of humility, spirituality and appreciation towards themselves and others. A greater sense of 
generosity and forgiveness is also an important characteristic considered and applied throughout the 
holy month. This year Ramadan will  begin on Thursday 17th May and ends Thursday, 14 June.

EID
Muslim Celebration
Friday 15th of June

Eid al-Fitr, also known as just Eid, is a Muslim holiday, which marks the end of Ramadan, the 
Islamic month of fasting. Celebrations continue for one, two or three days. Muslims will be 
celebrating Eid on Friday the 15th of June to mark the end of fasting. On this day, the Muslims 
go to the mosque in the morning to pray. They eat special sweet foods, visit family and 
friends, wear new clothes and give and receive gifts. People wish each other Eid Mubarak 
(Blessed Eid) or Eid Said (Happy Eid).
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QUEEN’S 
BIRTHDAY 

PUBLIC 
HOLIDAY

NO SCHOOL

12 13

Prep Metro 
Incursion

14

Prep RACV 
Incursion

15

Grade 1 Assembly 
2:30pm - 3pm

18

Grade 3 & 4
Assembly 

9am - 9:30am

19

Grade 6 District 
Football, Netball 

& Volley ball 
Competition

20

Grade 6 District 
Soccer & 
Softballw 

Competition

Last banking day 
for the term

21

Regional Cross 
Country

22

Grade 2 Assembly
2:30pm - 3pm

25

Grade 5 & 6
Assembly 

9am - 9:30am

26 27 28
Student  Led 
Conferences
11am - 7pm

Student Free 
Day

29
Last day of term 
students will be 
dismissed from 

their classrooms 
at 2:30pm 


